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JIMMY GAUDREAU AND ELLE MEARS 
GIVE US STRENGTH 

Song side Records 
SR-1701 

Bluegrass bands (as do fans of the music, 
myself included} love to wallow in good old
fashioned weepers and troubled tales of all sorts. 
That's what makes this album from Jimmy 
Gaudreau and Elle Mears a bit different. Call it a 
positive message album. 

Quite a few of the tunes have religious 
themes. That's certainly true of the gospel 

standards "You Go To Your Church And I'll Go To 
Mine" and "Going Up Home To Live In Green 
Pastures." And it's true of some of the "going 
home" messages of Robin and Linda Williams' 
"Let Us Cross Over The River" and "Saving MeA 
Place," as well as the Van Morrison rocker "Full 
Force Gale." Yet beside them are songs about 
determination ("The Sailor's Prayer"), peace of 
mind ("Give Us Strength" and "Wood And 
Wires"), friendship ("A Prayer For My Friends"), 
and human needs ("Everybody's Reaching Out 
For Someone"). There 's also a lively and upbeat 
instrumental from Gaudreau titled "Morning 
Glory." 

The point is to lift the spirit , which this album 
definitely does. The original idea for the project, 
so say the notes, came from a Bill Clifton/ 
Gaudreau recording in 1994. Gaudreau decided 
he wanted to create his own positive message 
album. He enlisted his niece, Mears, and other 
friends for some new recordings and also 
gathered a couple of older recordings to fill in , 
among them "A Prayer For My Friends" from 
John Starling & Carolina Star, "Going Up Home" 
from the Skylighters and Eric Brace, and a live 

HIGHLIGHT 
EDDIE ADCOCK 

VINTAGE BANJO JAM 

Patuxent Music CD-300 

Of the great innovators and masters of five
string banjo, Eddie Adcock may be the most 
underappreciated. If for no other reason, Vintage 
Banjo Jam may be the most significant all
instrumental album in a long time. Listening 
widely, musically restless, and influenced by 
finger-style guitar playing , Adcock was taking 
his instrument in daring new directions when 
Bela Fleck, Tony Trischka, and Pat Cloud were 
little kids and Bill Keith was developing his atom
splitting approach. Nowhere can this be heard 
more clearly, because his banjo dominates the 
proceedings, and the material proves diverse. 

Adcock easily moves among and mixes 
elements of jazz, bluegrass, country, and pop. 
His distinctive brightness provides a unifying 
theme as he demonstrates his mastery moving 
from uptempo drive ("Los Dedas") to slow and 
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understated ("Theme from Exodus"). "Downtown 
Boogie" offers his rock chops, while "Banjo Bop" 
shows off his ability to fuse jazz and bluegrass. 
The sheer breadth of styles in combination with 
Adcock's facility for delivering a certain 
consistency across them make this compelling 
listening and quick, too. The seven completely 
original compositions, his arrangements "Dar
ling Nelly Bly" and "Camptown Races," and four 
interpretations of compositions by others 
comprise the 13 selections, none longer than 
2:40. 

The biggest, maybe only, flaw is the title of 
the album. Although most done in a single take, 
these are demos recorded in Pete Kuykendall's 
studio, not a living-room tape. In hopes of 
reaching a larger audience, Eddie, Pete on 
rhythm guitar, Country Gentlemen bassist Tom 
Gray, and jazz drummer Barry Worrell slammed 
out these genre-spanning tunes. Except for one 
break from Tom (who grew up hearing lots of 
traditional jazz), the other three artists remain in 
the background. This session was all about 
advancing Adcock's career. Eddie sent the 
demos to Nashville sound stylist and guitar great 
Chet Atkins (ergo an interpretation of his 
signature tune, "Country Gentleman"}, but the 
producer did not hear any commercial potential. 

Recalling this 1963 session in 2016, Eddie 
and Martha located the tapes in Kuykendall's 
vast collection. Any fan of the five-string or 
bluegrass music history owes a huge debt to 
Pete Kuykendall , Tom Mindte, and The Adcocks 
for making this music available. (Patuxent 
Music, P.O. Box 572, Rockville, MD 20848, 
www.pxrec.com.)AM 
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version of "Full Force Gale" by Chesapeake. The 
more recent recordings feature Mears on lead 
vocals, on which she gives a fine performance
very smooth and well-suited to the softer and 
contemporary folk flavor of much of the material. 
Many guests lend their talents, among them 
Jonathan Edwards, Rickie Simpkins, Steve 
Thomas, T. Michael Coleman, Tom Gray, and 
Mike Auldridge. (Songside Records, P.O. Box 
276 , Seven Valleys , PA 17360 , 
www.songsiderecords.com.)BW 

RALPH STANLEY/I& THE CLINCH MOUNTAIN 
BOYS 

Stanley Family Records 
No Number 

With the passing of Ralph Stanley in 2016, the 
band name and legacy of the Stanley sound has 
been handed to Ralph II. That's a tall order. 
Adhering to a legendary sound while being 
yourself musically is not easy. Obviously, Ralph 
II is not his father nor his uncle. Obviously, the 
band members-banjoist Alex Leach, bassist 
Noah Brown and fiddler, mandolinist John 
Rigs by-are different from the days of Mayo and 
Shuffler and Shumate. If you were to ask Ralph II 
about this, he'd probably acknowledge the 
challenge. 

Still , that's where he starts. Carry the name 
and the legacy forward , but take it where his 
talents and style dictate. With the opener, "Henry 
Brown," Ralph II makes adirectnodtothe past. He 
wrote the song, a fast number about a town drunk 
who can't shake his demons. The tune is 
somewhat in the "How Mountain Girls Can Love" 
style, a touch of echoed studio production thrown 
in to round it off. He even colors up his own distinct, 
rougher-hewn voice with some Carter Stanley 
inflections and phrasing. It's a good start. 

From there, the sound shifts. Though there are 
times when the older Stanley-style of endlessly 
rolling banjo, old-time fiddle, and Shuffler guitar 
shines through ("On Boot Hill, " "Fortune Fame 
Freedom," "Gain' Round This World," "Mary Merry 
Christmas," and the instrumental "Cannonball 
Blues" on which Ralph II plays excellent lead 
guitar), there are new directions. That is certainly 
true of the softer, gentle country sound of "Road 
Going Home," the patriotic "Wave On Old Glory," 
the swinging country of Bill Castle 's "Don't Point 
Your Finger," and George Jones' "Life To Go." It's 
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